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Hong Kong's Political Status: British Rule 1842-1997

Hong Kong island became a British Crown Colony in 1842 under one of the 'unequal treaties' that a weak Chinese
government was forced to make with foreign powers in the 19th century. Kowloon (on the nearby mainland of
China) also became British under another 'unequal treaty' in 1860, and the 'new territories' around Kowloon were
acquired by Britain in June 1898, on a hundred year lease from the Chinese government. Hong Kong remained
under British military and political control until June 1997, headed by a British Governor General, and until the early
1980s the Executive Council and Legislative Council were appointed by the governor and composed mostly of
British expatriates. Colonial rule and lack of any institutional political democracy did not, however, mean an
absence of popular activism. During the 1960s widespread economic discontent over low wages led to frequent
worker protests, and in 1967 major riots, which the authorities attributed to adherents of Mao's Cultural Revolution,
broke out.

After the Chinese Communists came to power in1949, one of their aims was to recover the 'lost territories' -
including Hong Kong and Taiwan. However, during the turbulent years under Chairman Mao there were more
pressing international crises with the USA and later the USSR to confront, and a focus on rapid economic and
social change within China, including 'The Great Leap Forward' and later the Cultural Revolution It would also have
been unthinkable for the British government to negotiate transferring the growing population of Hong Kong (from
2.2 million in 1950 to nearly 5.1 million in 1980 and 7.3 million in 1997), swelled by many refugees from the
Communist mainland, to a Maoist regime. Moreover, Hong Kong was by the 1970s a flourishing financial and
business sector and increasingly a hub of global capitalism. But after Mao's death in 1979, and the policy shift at
the top of the Communist Party after 1980 towards a more pragmatic focus on economic growth and
modernization, including market reforms and encouragement of external investment in Special Economic Zones, a
possible compromise solution to a future for Hong Kong within China looked possible. Moreover, in practice Hong
Kong depended on imported food and raw materials from China, and also exported a large quantity of goods to
China; and it facilitated much of the investment in the Special Economic Zones. So it was then in Chinese interests
to maintain Hong Kong's economic and formal administrative independence.

Deng Xiaoping, the main architect of China's economic reforms and a revised interpretation of party ideology to
accommodate them, also developed a theory to accommodate the incorporation of lost territories such as Hong
Kong and Taiwan into China. His June 1984 thesis of 'one country, two systems', allowed in principle for
considerable political and economic autonomy in territories which rejoined China. He also promised this
arrangement would last for 50 years. When Britain reached agreement with China in September 1984 to honour
the expiry of their lease on the 'new territories' in June 1997 (which they realistically interpreted to include Hong
Kong and Kowloon), a framework was available. British administration would end and the Chinese army would
enter Hong Kong, but to defend it against external attack, not, Deng promised, to play an internal role. The Chinese
government also undertook to respect freedom of speech and publication in Hong Kong; and the commitment that
the status of Hong Kong would remain unchanged for 50 years was reiterated in the Agreement.

After the 1984 Agreement indirect elections were held in Hong Kong in 1985 to the Legislative Council. When the
last British Governor General, Chris Patten, was appointed in 1992, he responded to calls from the democracy
movement, which had been growing since the mid-1980s, for direct elections to the Legislative Council. This
demand was supported by a majority of the population in surveys. Patten did not, however, achieve all the changes
he wanted. There was considerable reluctance among Hong Kong 's business and administrative elites, who feared
radical social change, to grant elections by universal suffrage. Patten did secure the election of half the Legislative
Council in territorial constituencies - a move strongly opposed by the Chinese government and criticised by some in
Hong Kong and Britain.

The people of Hong Kong, and especially those with a strong commitment to promoting political freedoms and
democratic self-government, who had followed sympathetically the 1989 Tiananmen student and worker movement
in China, clearly had grounds for doubt about a future under effective Chinese control. It was obvious Beijing would
monitor developments in Hong Kong and apply pressure to those administering it. By 1988 a number of
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organizations committed to promoting democracy had been formed, and in the aftermath of Tiananmen there were
moves to unite to form a political party - though there were some subsequent splits. The United Democrats of Hong
Kong, set up in April 1990 with a broadly liberal programme but also stressing social welfare, drew on support from
lawyers, teachers and lecturers, individual union activists and the churches, and was headed by the barrister Martin
Lee. It contested local elections in 1991 and then aligned with another group 'Meeting Point' to win 12 out of the 18
directly elected seats on the Legislative Council. The United Democrats merged with Meeting Point in 1994 to
create the Democratic Party.

The Struggle for Democracy: 1997-2014

Since 1997 the Chinese government has generally continued to resist allowing elections based solely on universal
suffrage. In 2004 Beijing ruled that its approval would be required for any change in electoral law, which evoked a
protest demonstration of about 200,000 in July that year (on the anniversary of the handover). The Democratic
Party and allied pro-democracy groups continued to contest elections, winning for example 19 out of the 30 directly
elected geographical seats in the 2008 Legislative Council elections, but only four from the 30 'functional'
constituencies representing business, professional and special interest groups. The head of government, a post
which Beijing has been anxious to control, was selected after 1997 by a special electoral committee including
legislators.

Beijing also pressed for more restrictive legislation to curb political opposition and the Hong Kong executive
proposed an anti-subversion law in September 2002. This was challenged by a 500,000 strong march in July 2003
(the day after a visit by the Chinese Premier) and two Hong Kong government members also resigned in protest.
The bill was shelved, and the Secretary of Security resigned.

Popular activism continued to be the part of the Hong Kong political scene. For example tens of thousands took
part in a vigil on the 20th anniversary of the Tiananmen Square massacre of protesters in June 2009. There were
also some signs of Beijing making concessions to Hong Kong's democrats. The Chinese government promised in
December 2007 that there would be direct elections for Hong Kong's chief executive in 2017 and for the Legislative
Council in 2020. The government of Hong Kong also proposed political reforms in December 2009, including an
increase in the size of the Legislative Council - although democratic critics argued more reform was needed - and
the Hong Kong Democratic Party held talks with a Beijing official in 2010 for the first time since 1997.

The outlook for Hong Kong retaining any real autonomy has, however, worsened since the new Secretary General
of the Chinese Communist Party, Xi Jinping, came to power in 2012 and soon demonstrated his commitment to
promote his personal dominance, removing many prominent officials in China on corruption charges, tightening
party discipline and cracking down on dissent . A Beijing White Paper on the future of Hong Kong issued on 19
June 2014 seemed to indicate that Hong Kong's political rights could be removed whenever the Chinese
government decided to do so.

The initiative to uphold Hong Kong's right to democracy was at first seized by the protest group 'Occupy Central
with Love and Peace', launched in September 2013 by Professor of Law, Benny Tai Yiu-ting, Professor of
Sociology, Chan Kin-man, and the Rev Chu Yiu-ming a Baptist minister, in order to campaign nonviolently for free
direct elections for the head of government in Hong Kong. Their first move was to organize an unofficial referendum
on 30 June 2014 in which 90 per cent out of nearly 800,000 people voted for a public say in choice of candidates
for future elections for the head of government. The group's name reflected the commitment of its leaders to a
Gandhian conception of civil disobedience: its manifesto envisaged stages of dialogue, deliberation and citizen
authorization leading to civil disobedience. (It also reflected the fact that a small Hong Kong Occupy Central group
had been formed in 2011 as part of the world wide protests against the global corporate elite, and set up a camp in
the plaza in front of HSBC headquarters for almost a year until finally evicted in September 2012.) The plan for civil
disobedience, suggested by Law professor Benny Tai, was to occupy the financial district to demand democratic
rights on 1 October 2014, the National Day holiday.

The Umbrella Movement: September-December 2014

Beijing further provoked supporters of democracy when on 31 August 2014 it offered direct elections for the head
of government in 2017, but only if (through a complex nominating process) the Chinese government effectively
vetted the candidates. Protesters demanding free elections declared an 'era of civil disobedience'. The 79 days of
defiant demonstrations, known as the 'Umbrella Movement' or 'Occupy Central', were launched by a week-long
student boycott of classes on 22 September 2014. A group of around 150 then occupied a courtyard within the
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central government buildings, holding umbrellas to deflect pepper spray used by the police, and the 2013 group
Occupy Central decided to join in. Demonstrators then took over the street opposite, and police use of tear gas
against them prompted thousands more people to participate.

mentsetting up of tent villages in three areas, turned the protests into a mass movement. The protesters were
mostly university and high school students, and the highly organized arrangements for maintaining the occupation
included setting up a ‘homework zone’. The occupation also stimulated lively discussion groups and lectures, as
well as an outpouring of artistic expression through music, dance, painting and sculpture. The protesters formulated
their key demands: the resignation of the existing Chief Executive; a new process for nominating candidates for
that post; and genuine universal suffrage. However, moves for negotiation between the students and the Hong
Kong authorities broke down.

After 18 November, when students tried to occupy the Legislative Council, clearance of occupied areas by the
police began. An attempt by demonstrators to surround government headquarters on 30 November was repelled
by police, and despite last ditch resistance by a core of activists, police dismantled tents and barricades in the main
protest site on 11 December. The movement is estimated to have involved 20 per cent of those living in Hong Kong
and was the most major manifestation of popular resistance in its history. It was also impressive for its sense of
solidarity, generally peaceful character and internal democratic ethos.

The Official Reaction to the Umbrella Movement

The authorities were slow to move against leading figures in the Umbrella Movement, but three prominent young
activists, Joshua Wong, Nathan Law and Alex Chow were tried and found guilty in July 2016 of breaking into a
government building and inciting others to do likewise. They were involved in a series of further court cases, and
after they were jailed for six to eight months on 17 August 2017 thousands marched in protest, some wearing
prison uniforms. But they were eventually acquitted by the Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal in February 2018.
However in November 2018 the authorities prosecuted the three well known and much older campaigners who had
formed 'Occupy Central with Love and Peace', which had merged with the students spearheading the Umbrella
Movement. Two student activists and four leading politicians (including Legislative Council member Tanya Chan)
were also tried with them on the charge of inciting and conspiring to commit public nuisance. The charges carried a
jail sentence of up to seven years. The nine defendants, who were accompanied to court by supporters shouting
slogans such as 'Peaceful resistance', and 'I want real universal suffrage', pleaded ‘not guilty’. But 59 year old
sociology professor, Chan Kin-man had the previous week given a farewell lecture at the Chinese University of
Hong Kong to announce his early retirement. The district court convicted all nine defendants of public nuisance
crimes on 9 April 2019. The three founder members of Occupy Central were subsequently sentenced to 16 months
in prison (suspended for the 75-year-old Baptist Minister). Other defendants were sentenced to 8 months and in
one case community service. The sentencing of Tanya Chan was deferred because she was undergoing an
operation for a brain tumour.

Beijing also made moves against freedom of publication and the press in Hong Kong which alarmed democrats.
Five booksellers were abducted between October and December 2015, and then detained in China, for selling
political literature critical of Chinese politics. One of them, who was released after eight months, subsequently
vowed publicly to open a new bookshop in Taiwan as a 'symbol of resistance'. The other four were also apparently
released. The Hong Kong authorities in October 2018 refused to renew a work visa for a foreign journalist for the 
Financial Times. The expulsion of a foreign journalist was seen as a dangerous precedent. Hong Kong journalists
also came under increasing pressure, with a number of violent attacks on publishers and editors by opponents of
the democracy movement in 2014. The main English language Hong Kong paper, The South China Morning Post,
which has been criticized since 1993 for tailoring its content to please Beijing, sacked four columnists in 2014.
Under new ownership since 2016 it is seen as leaning further towards Beijing. However, a free non-profit online
newspaper, the Hong Kong Free Press has been founded by journalists anxious to provide an independent news
source.

The 20th anniversary of Hong Kong rejoining China at the end of June 2017 was ominous for advocates of
democracy. Xi Jinping himself attended the official celebrations in Hong Kong, and at the same time a Foreign
Ministry spokesman in Beijing noted that the 1984 agreement between London and Beijing (guaranteeing respect
for Hong Kong's autonomy for 50 years) was 'a historical document that no longed had any practical significance'.

Continuing Protest and Democratic Activism; 2015-18
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Thousands marched on 1 July 2017 to mark the anniversary of the handover to Beijing under the slogan 'Twenty
years of lies'. Emily Lau, the first woman elected to Hong Kong's Legislative Council and one of the first generation
of democracy activists, declared she would join the protest. Supporters of democracy in Hong Kong have become
aware that the British government's main concern is to benefit by ties with China's now internationally powerful
economy, and that British protests about infringements of democratic rights in Hong Kong seem to have become
token.

A major focus of democratic activism among the younger generation after 2014 was trying to achieve and maintain
at least a third of the seats on the Legislative Council in order to retain a veto power over constitutional changes
proposed by the executive. They had considerable success in September 2016, when a coalition of pro-democracy
parties, including six post 2014 young radicals, won 29 seats out of the total of 70 (35 seats are based on universal
suffrage in geographical constituencies), which gave them the required veto power. Among the parties contesting
the election was Demosisto, created by the Umbrella Movement activists Joshua Wong and Nathan Law (put on
trial in 2016). But the Hong Kong authorities took steps to force some of those elected from their seats in the
Council for shouting slogans such as 'Democracy and self-determination' and 'Tyranny must die' when taking the
oath of office. Demonstrating in this context was a cause for disqualification, but espousing a policy of 'self-
determination' was in itself potentially a reason for being barred. A total of ten democrats were under threat of
losing their seats in 2017.

Some activists in Hong Kong also began to call for 'independence' from China, a demand gaining in popularity
since the Umbrella Movement. But this policy has meant automatic exclusion from political office. Six pro-
independence candidates were disqualified from Legislative Council elections in 2016 (evoking protests by
hundreds of supporters). The small pro-independence political party, the National Party, was banned altogether in
September 2018, another sign of a Chinese government clamp down. At Hong Kong's Chinese University, students
from the mainland tore down independence posters in 2017 and clashed with pro-independence students.

Another trigger for popular protest, however, was a symbol of China's dominance that affects many ordinary
people: the playing of China's national anthem. Local football fans have booed to drown out the anthem, or turned
their backs or shouted out 'Hong Kong is not China'. These gestures were in part a response to Beijing's pressure
on Hong Kong to adopt a law banning actions which show disrespect for the anthem, and punishing them with fines
or prison sentences. Students have also protested: for example, students at the Chinese University demonstrated
at a graduation ceremony in November 2017 chanting against the law, and two students sat down in protest during
the anthem at a graduation ceremony at Hong Kong's College of Technology in December 2017. The bill was due
to come before the Legislative Council in January 2019 and democrats on the Council pledged to oppose it as an
infringement of free speech.

The Umbrella ('Hong Kong Central') Movement of 2014 References

This movement, which was dramatic and colourful, with the photogenic umbrellas used to deflect pepper spray and
tear gas, and protesters waving cell phones was well covered at the time by the international news media. It has
since been the subject of a number of books and a wide range of academic articles, which have all been made
available online. A selection is listed below.

 
 
      Bland, Ben, Generation H K: Seeking Identity in China's Shadow [1], London, Penguin, 2017, pp. 140

(A Penguin Special and one in a series on Hong Kong)

The author charts the attitudes of the generation who grew up since 1997, arguing that they have a distinctive
Hong Kong identity, detached from Britain's legacy and far from identifying with mainland China, but aware of
pressure from Beijing. He follows the stories of 'activists turned politicians', 'artists resisting censorship' and. some
connected with the world of high finance, making comparisons with other Asian countries he has covered as a
journalist.
 
    Bush, Richard C., Hong Kong in the Shadow of China: Living with the Leviathan [2], Washington, DC, Brookings
Institute Press, 2016, pp. 170
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The Director of the Brookings Institution's Center on East Asian Policy Studies examines the conflict between the
Chinese government and the protesters over the role of popular control in Hong Kong's political system in the
context of the 2014 movement. Bush stresses the popular resentment about growing economic inequality and the
dominance of the business sector, discusses policies which would promote 'both economic competitiveness and
good governance', and examines implications of developments in Honk Kong for the USA.
 
    Chan, Johannes, Hong Kong's Umbrella Movement [3], The Round Table: The Commonwealth Journal of
International Affairs, Vol. 103, issue 6, 2014, pp. 571-580

This article was written before the occupation of areas of Hong Kong had been ended by the authorities, so it is an
initial response to the protests. It examines the causes of the movement and speculates about its wider implications
for politics in Hong Kong and relations with China.
 
    Chan, Shun-hing, The Protestant Community and the Umbrella Movement in Hong Kong [4], Inter-Asia Cultural
Studies, Vol. 16, issue 3, 2015, pp. 380-395

Examines the surprisingly high level of participation by Protestants in the movement, despite the doubts or
opposition of church leaders to the Umbrella movement. The author argues this participation can be explained by
Richard Wood's theory of faith-based community organizing: using biblical stories, images and symbols to create a
culture of protest.
 
    Dapiran, Antony, City of Protest: A Recent History of Dissent in Hong Kong [5], London, Penguin, 2017, pp. 134

(Penguin Special)

Dapiran argues that Hong Kong has been 'a city shaped by civil disobedience', and he sets the 2014 movement in
the historical context of protest since the 1960s. He also discusses the role of these popular protests in forging a
distinctive Hong Kong identity, whilst indicating that the relationship between politics and cultural identity is
complex.
 
    Davis, Michael C., Hong Kong's Umbrella Movement: Beijing's Broken Promises [6], Journal of Democracy, Vol.
26, issue 2 (April), 2015, pp. 101-110

The article focuses on how the 'one country, two systems' model in the 1984 Sino-British Joint Declaration was
undermined by the June 2014 Chinese White Paper and the August 2014 Chinese decision on the conduct of Hong
Kong elections. These have meant that the 'one country, two systems' commitment has been broken, underlining
the need for more internal democracy in Hong Kong.
 
    Hui, Victoria Tin-Bor, Hong Kong's Umbrella Movement : The Protests and Beyond [7], Journal of Democracy,
Vol. 26, issue 2 (April), 2015, pp. 111-121

This article (following on the previous article by Davis [6] analysing China's role in sparking the protest) focuses on
the role of the Hong Kong government in opposing greater democracy and allowing excessive use of force by the
police, so fuelling public anger.
 
    Jones, Brian Christophe, Law and Politics of the Taiwan Sunflower and Hong Kong Umbrella Movements [8],
London, Routledge, 2017, pp. 236

Comparison of the Umbrella Movement with the Sunflower Movement in Taiwan is relevant for a number of
reasons. Taiwan is under pressure to move closer to China, and although it is politically more independent than
Hong Kong, the Taiwanese government since 2010 has entered into a close trading relationship with China,
making it economically more dependent. Moreover, many smaller Taiwanese businesses have suffered. The
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protests occurred between 18 March and 10 April 2014 and took the form of an occupation of the legislature, which
spiraled into a mass occupation of the surrounding district. Young people, who feel distinctively Taiwanese rather
than Chinese, were prominent in the occupation, but it included a wide section of the population (an estimated
500,000 taking part at one point) and many others gave food, water and money to the demonstrators. This book
includes contributions from a range of distinguished scholars from Hong Kong, Taiwan and other parts of Asia who
explore, in particular, issues relating to democracy, the rule of law and freedom of speech. Contributors also
discuss the legal and political implications of mass occupation as a protest tactic and seek to draw lessons for the
future.
 
    Kong, Tsung-gan, Umbrella: A Political Tale from Hong Kong [9], Hong Kong, Pema Press, 2017, pp. 668

A detailed account of the 2014 movement, setting it in the wider context of the campaign for democracy in Hong
Kong, and of Hong Kong's relations with mainland China. The author, who is a free lance journalist, explains that
he began this account as a record by a participant in the protests, but that he came to see the need to counter
propaganda about the movement and give a proper overall picture. The student radical leader Joshua Wong has
written a Foreword.  
 
    Lee, Francis L.F., Media Mobilization and the Umbrella Movement [10], London, Routledge, 2016, pp. 152

This study covers both international and local media, as well as the role of conventional as well as digital media, in
both publicizing and mobilizing the Hong Kong protests. It discusses, for example, the impact of TV, but also
deliberate social media strategies. The editor is a Professor in the School of Journalism at the Chinese University
of Hong Kong.
 
    Lee, Francis L.F. ; Chan, Joseph, Media and Protest Logics in the Digital Era: The Umbrella Movement in Hong
Kong [11], Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2018, pp. 288

Examines how digital media transformed the largely spontaneous movement into a campaign of collective action,
with a central organization articulating clear policy demands as a result of a process of 'bottom up' debate and
organization. The book covers the role of conventional as well as digital media, and draws on surveys of protesters,
wider public opinion surveys and analysis of both conventional and social media platforms content.

See also: , Digital Media Activities and Mode of Participation in a Protest Campaign: a Study of the Umbrella
Movement [12] Information, Communication and Society, 2016 .
 
    Lee, Paul S.N. ; So, Clement Y.K. ; Long, Louis, Social Media and the Umbrella Movement: Insurgent Public
Sphere in Formation [13], Chinese Journal of Communication (Routledge Journal), Vol. 8, issue 4, 2015, pp.
356-375

The authors from the Chinese University of Hong Kong interviewed a random sample of 1011 to assess the role of
social media in the Umbrella Movement. They found a positive correlation between support for the movement and
reliance on social media for news and that this group also distrusted the Hong Kong authorities, the police and
Chinese Government.
 
    Ng, Jason Y., Umbrellas in Bloom: Hong Kong's Occupy Movement Uncovered [14], Hong Kong, Blacksmith
Books, 2016, pp. 392

The publishers claim it is the first detailed account in English of the movement. Ng, who is a lawyer and newspaper
columnist, includes direct reporting from the protest, a timeline, a Who's Who of Hong Kong politics, maps and
photographs. The book is reviewed positively by the independent Hong Kong Free Press.
 
    Ngok, Ma ; Cheng, Edmund W., The Umbrella Movement: Civil Resistance and Contentious Space in Hong
Kong [15], Amsterdam, Amsterdam University Press, 2019, pp. 336
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The editors, two professors of government in Hong Kong, argue that although the Occupy Central movement did
not achieve immediate specific results it did alter the nature of Hong Kong politics through the emergence of a new
movement and repertoire of protest, and also changed Hong Kong's relations with China and its perceived identity
internationally. Scholarly contributors from different disciplines assess the origins of the movement, discuss new
participants and forms of protest, and the Hong Kong government's response. The book includes perspectives from
China, Taiwan and Macau.

See also: , Explaining Spontaneous Occupation: Antecedents, Contingencies and Spaces in the Umbrella
Movement [16] Social Movement Studies, 2017, pp. 222-239
 
    Ortmann, Stephan, The Umbrella Movement and Hong Kong's Protracted Democratization Process [17], Asian
Affairs, Vol. 46, issue 1, 2015, pp. 32-50

Ortmann explains the movement in the context of the slow process of institutional democratization and the dashing
of early hopes. He notes the obstacles to progress through the democratic political parties created by the Hong
Kong authorities. He also points to the role of the business elite, afraid that fully democratic politics would lead to
radical economic and social policies, and the constraints imposed by Beijing. As a result the democracy movement
has become divided, and students have come to the fore in promoting protest.
 
    Partaken, James, Listening to students about the Umbrella Movement of Hong Kong [18], Educational
Philosophy and Theory, Vol. 51, issue 2, 2017, pp. 212-222

This article explores how activism in the protests influenced how students saw their role and their identity. It also
argues that the Umbrella Movement needs to be understood within the context of other Asian student movements
from the last century (such as student activism leading to Tiananmen) as well as the recent (March 2014)
Sunflower Movement in Taiwan opposing greater economic integration with China. Partaken stresses the impact of
the movement on the educational world of Hong Kong and also beyond its borders.
 
    Shen, Simon Xu-Hui ; Chan, Wai Shun Wilso, The Umbrella Movement in Hong Kong from Comparative
Perspectives [19], London, Imperial College Press, 2019, pp. 300

The authors, from the Chinese University of Hong Kong argue that the Umbrella Movement was not unique. They
aim to throw light on it through comparison with other potentially revolutionary movements, including Gandhian
satyagraha, the US Civil Rights Selma campaign and Euromaidan in the Ukraine, as well as movements in
Malaysia, Taiwan and earlier in Hong Kong itself. A chapter examines the Umbrella Movement through the lens of
various International Relations theories and there is also a chapter on Beijing's perspective.
 
    Veg, Sebastian, Legalistic and Utopian [20], New Left Review, issue 92 (March to April), 2015

The author notes frequent comparisons between the Umbrella Movement and the Chinese student occupation of
Tienanmen Square in Beijing in 1989, but argues that the Hong Kong protesters’ demands were more limited and
precise and that they operated in a much more favourable political environment. Veg also comments on
comparisons with Occupy Wall Street in 2011 (he points out the focus of protest was different) and the Taiwan
Sunflower Movement of 2014, which he sees as a more precise comparison in terms of the context of the protests
and the specific nature of their demands. He then examines the background to and evolution of the Umbrella
Movement.
 
    Veg, Sebastian, Creating a Textual Public Space: Slogans and Texts from Hong Kong's Umbrella Movement 
[21], The Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 73, issue 3, 2016, pp. 673-702

This study, based on over 1000 slogans and other texts and visual material, assesses the 'community with fluid
borders' created by the movement, and the different 'cultural repertoires' including traditional Chinese philosophy
and pop music. The author argues that the occupation also tried to develop a form of 'discursive democracy', and
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was an attempt to create a new civic culture among the younger generation.
 
    Wong, Joshua, Scholarism on the March [22], New Left Review, issue 92 (March to April), 2015

Interview with prominent young leader of the Umbrella Movement charting his personal (Christian) background, and
his earlier activism in 2011-12 when still at school, in opposing the Hong Kong government’s proposal to introduce
a compulsory course in ‘Moral and National Education’, which he and his friends saw as ideological indoctrination.
Notes the impressive support (100,000 signatures to a petition in three days) which his ‘Scholarism’ group
mobilized, and the move in 2012 from petitioning to a large demonstration and hunger strike by three students.
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